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Police Chief Inguba covering for Rimbunan
Hijau atrocities
Police Commissioner Sam Inguba must be condemned for his ridiculous
attempts to cover for the human rights atrocities committed by police
officers on behalf of Rimbunan Hijau in remote logging camps.
Inguba has recently affronted himself in the print
media and on television news in an attempt to
exonerate
Rimbunan
Hijau
despite
the
overwhelming evidence against the Malaysian
logging giant.
In this edition of Masalai i Tokaut we set out for you
the large body of evidence showing the serious human rights abuses
inflicted on rural people and logging workers by police officers working
for Rimbunan Hijau.
The evidence comes from victims, their families, official investigations,
independent reviews, journalistic enquires, original documents and even
the unsolicited confession of two senior police constables.
We also examine in detail Inguba’s statements purporting to exonerate
Rimbunan Hijau and dismiss the allegations against the company. We
explain how Inguba’s comments do not stand up in law, are self
contradictory and ignore the facts.

The simple truth is that our police force has been corrupted by

Malaysian logging interests and the only way that we can ever hope to
see the cycle of violence broken and the guilty punished is through an
INDEPNDENT judicial inquiry that examines the issues and publishes its
findings.
Many Papua New Guinean’s have been surprised to see their Police Chief
running to the defence of Malaysian logging giant Rimbunan Hijau.
Sam Inguba would like us all to believe that the allegations of serious human
rights abuses by police officers acting under instructions from Rimbunan Hijau are
flimsy, uncorroborated and cannot be substantiated.
This is simply untrue and ignores the facts of the situation.
The truth is that the allegations have been made by many different individuals
from a wide range of different landowner groups from different logging operations
in different Provinces and they extend back over more than 10-years.
These are not isolated incidents and idle accusations that can be dismissed with
a few empty words. Rather, there is a systemic problem of systematic abuse that
is worthy of high level and intense scrutiny.
This example from the Post Courier in 2003 is typical.

Another incident was described by a Rimbunan Hijau worker on Australian
television two years ago. He challenged RH, suggesting traditional owners be
compensated for activity on their land. His punishment was three days locked in a
steel shipping container in Western Province.
SBS Tape 2. 21:29 "The time was about 10pm on a Monday, I was
locked in there without being fed, without food or water or without
being allowed to have a bath or go to the toilet until Wednesday which
was the third day."
"While I was in there on the first entry into the container, a policeman
came who has been mentioned earlier, name which is known as Alex
Vokendro who is a task force sergeant, a police commander, he

kicked me here and on the elbow and told me to pushups and sit-ups
and later on to get out of the container and look at the sun."
"And there was the scissors that was brought by the policeman and he
shaved my hair off without any concern for me. I was told you criminal,
and I was shaved." 22:36

In both these cases, as is typical, the allegations of abuse are supported by a
number of witnesses and in many cases there is medical evidence of the injuries
sustained.
For Sam Inguba to claim that there is a lack of corroborating evidence to support
any of the allegations is simply nonsense.
This was devastatingly illustrated for millions of people throughout Australia, the
Pacific and S.E. Asia who saw the SBS Dateline documentary aired two weeks
ago. Among the people interviewed was Rimbunan Hijau’s own doctor who is
in charge of the Kamusie clinic inside the Wawoi Guavi logging area.
When asked about landowners and company workers being abused by police
officers he said he was well aware of the injuries suffered at the hand’s of the
police and that the victims were often brought to his clinic for treatment. This is an
RH doctor admitting on camera that he treats the victims of the abuse, yet Mr
Inguba would have us believe that there is no corroborating evidence?
The truth is that the Police have not investigated most of the numerous
complaints that have been made, and even where attempts have been made the
investigating officers have been obstructed in their work and their reports
rubbished by more senior colleagues who have refused to take any action.
Below is a typical letter of complaint from lawyers representing abused
landowners complaining about the lack of any investigative action by the police.
In this case a complaint was made in May 1999 and landowners were told a
named officer was assigned to investigate, but twelve months later nothing further
had been heard from the police.

Lawyers and landowners are still waiting for a response from the police to their
complaint, FOUR years later.
Is this what Mr Inguba means when he dismisses the current controversy as ‘old
news’? And if it is old news, why are fresh allegations still emerging every month?
The claims about a lack of corroborating evidence as made last week by Inguba
were also made by the then Minister for Internal Security, Yawa Silupa, back in
2002. He was responding to questions raised in Parliament by Western Province
MP, Bob Danaiye, about why Rimbunan Hijau was using police task force officers
to threaten local people.
The Minister’s claims that there was no corroborating evidence were exposed as
being false at that time by lawyers representing the landowners. They were able
to publish correspondence dating back to 1994 showing that repeated complaints
to the police had been acknowledged but that the promised internal investigations
had never eventuated and that landowners had filed numerous corroborating
statements to back their complaints.

The truth is that Mr Inguba, like his predecessors, is using hollow excuses to
defend Rimbunan Hijau and the police in the face of the overwhelming evidence
of abuse.
And for Mr Inguba to suggest that ‘landowners have failed to provide
corroborative statements’ is complete nonsense. To start with, there is plenty of
corroborative evidence and more importantly, isn’t it the job of the police when
investigating a crime to uncover and present the corroborative evidence? It’s not
the duty of the victim!
Sworn statements of landowners and logging workers who have been subjected
to abuse are backed up by the investigations of the National Intelligence
Organisation, the Department of Community Development, the Review of Current
Logging Operations, two SBS Dateline exposés, numerous newspaper reports,
and academic research.
Here are some more of the numerous examples of this abuse that the
Commissioner chooses to ignore:
----------In 2000 an officer from the National Intelligence Organisation submitted a report
to his superiors detailing his personal observation of police officers returning to
the Rimbunan Hijau headquarters in Port Moresby after conducting raids against
landowners in the Vailala area in Gulf Province.
The NIO report details that two houses were burnt down by the police, a lot of
personal property destroyed and that one landowner was so badly beaten that he
was admitted to hospital in a critical condition.

----------In 1999 the Assistant District Commissioner and Officer in Charge of a
Government Station investigated allegations of abuse by police officers acting on
behalf of Rimbunan Hijau and submitted his own report He had no doubt that
police officers were terrorizing local people and company workers.

The officer concluded his report by describing Rimbunan Hijau as a "Monopolist
and Tyrant Asian company" and he compared their treatment of local people to
a military dictatorship where freedom of expression and speech is abused and
denied. He called on the "highest command of the Police Force to look seriously
into this matter as soon as possible"

-----------In 2004, The Department of Community Development visited logging camps to
investigate the social conditions.

Lady Carol Kidu’s department confirms that in Wawoi Guavi "Landowners and
employees stated that Task Force Police were there to protect the Company
(Rimbunan Hijau) and their supporters and not citizens of PNG" and that it was
alleged that the police were bribed by RH.
-----------

In 2002 the Gulf Province Provincial Forest Management Committee submitted a
report on the logging operation of Rimbunan Hijau in Vailala.

The PFMC is perhaps the most authoritative official body to report on logging
operations as it comprises representatives of the Provincial Government, National
Forest Service and landowners.
The Gulf PFMC stated that there had been unrest between the Rimbunan Hijau
and local landowners and that a police task force had been brought in to protect
company interests, "resulting in two youths being shot dead by the police".
There were then "raids by the task force police into campsite settlements
and surrounding villages."
-----------

The evidence of abuses by police officers acting on behalf of Rimbunan Hijau
also comes from the police themselves.
This extract is from an interview with a named PNG Royal Constabulary police
officer and was broadcast on Australian television in 2002. The company involved
in the allegations is, once again, Rimbunan Hijau

SBS Tape 2. 27:20. The company pays police travel allowances,
airfares and accommodation, and all that. Q. So how does that effect
the way they act? A. It effects in a way that when they go to an area
they would only protect the interests of the company, they do not go in
there to be a neutral people. 27:53 Q. So in a way they are bribing the
police to act for them? A. That’s right, yes. 28:00
28:25 My people told me there was a lot of inhuman treatment, like
hanging people upside down from a mango tree, or telling people to
climb coconut trees and jump down, which one of these guys ended
up in Port Moresby General Hospital.

This is now supported by the televised testimony of another named police officer:
He says that there is a police understanding that officers will use violence on
workers and landowners.
He took orders to that effect direct from Rimbunan Hijau’s local managers. He
says he now regrets his actions but did not want to disobey orders and was also
financially motivated. He says the company paid him a daily allowance and on top
of this the local manager gave him lump sum payments.
"We bashed them up, we hit them with huge irons…I apologise for
what I have done but I followed orders because I wanted bread and
butter like any other employee."

Covering up the police brutality in the logging camps was also part of his job, he
claims. He describes escorting two landowners who had major injuries. He says

he told the victims to say they had been involved in an accident and adds, "So we
told them that (if) you say anything you’ll be killed."
Trade Unions, both in PNG and internationally, have also been involved in
documenting abuses by police and Rimbunan Hijau company officials. They have
focused in particular on the disturbing abuse of female workers in logging camps.
Once in the camps, many women claim they’re forced to have sex with company
officials and the police who work for them.
The Trade Unions say that have taken dozens of statements from women and
girls who say they’re routinely threatened with guns and that shots are fired to
scare them into having sex:

Tape 24 9:02 "These workers are living there under the threat of their
jobs being terminated. They have no choice when the company, when
the management approaches them they just go along and do what
they are told to do, and that is sexually exploiting them, especially the
young ones who are employed in the companies. (Trade Union
Official) 9:27
Woman No 1:
"During the night police come and try and wake the girls from their
sleep. If the girls don’t pay attention to them they fire shots in the air."
Woman No 2:
"Police would normally go to the girl’s dorms and threaten them and
go to sleep with them. Women who become pregnant must have
abortions or face ejection from the camps, with no way to travel the
hundreds of kilometres home."
Woman No 3:
"If a girl is pregnant it is likely to be terminated. Company regulations
don’t allow pregnant ladies to work so the only way to stay is to get rid
of the baby."
----------The recent review of logging operations carried out under the Department of
Planning and Monitoring has also confirmed widespread allegations of serious
human rights abuses by police officers working for Rimbunan Hijau.
The Review Team was so concerned that they provided a special briefing to a
recent inquiry into the operations of the Royal PNG Constabulary.

The report contains numerous examples of police abuses and the review noted
generally in relation to Rimbunan Hijau "the presence of police at logging
camps, who are considered to be pro-logging company and are housed,
and either paid or paid allowances by the logging companies is a cause for
serious concern for landowners. This concern is exacerbated when the
Police Task Force is flown into the logging concession area in the logging
company’s own airplanes and seen to be doing the company’s bidding".
.

In relation to the Rimbunan Hijau logging operation at Wawoi Guavi, the report
notes that "the use of physical force by the Police Task Force to intimidate
employees and landowners was one of the major issues raised by all
members of the community".
And that "The concerns raised by landowners in this report are not new. Previous
investigations and correspondence by a former PNGFA project supervisor on the
issue was circulated to relevant authorities including the Police Commissioner,
Managing Director PNGFA and General Manager of Rimbunan Hijau PNG Ltd
with the expectation that something would be done about the use and actions of
the police force at Kamusie and Panakawa. This has not eventuated."
Specific complaints from local people are listed as:

Landowners and employees expressed serious concern that the company's
engagement of the police Task Force at Kamusie to control and restrict the
movements of people in the evening by declaring night curfew.
Landowners complained about the Operations Manager of Wawoi Guavi
Timber Company Ltd (Mr Ling) discharging a firearm and threatening the
community in the presence of the Police Task Force.
Landowners questioned whether the Police Task Force had the authority to
conduct court sessions, determine penalties and enforce curfews in the
area.
Landowners claimed that bags of illicit drugs that were taken from the
traders were often not presented in court or the amount presented did not
add up to what was initially confiscated.
Landowners were concerned about the destruction caused to burial
grounds and sacred sites despite protests made to the company.
Landowners claimed that in most cases the company used the Police Task

Force to discourage landowners protesting against the company's approach
to logging within prohibited areas.
Landowners at camp 56 and other bush camps wanted to know why the
company is not paying any lease for their land. They claimed that any
agreement they signed for the land to be used freely by the company was
signed under duress in the presence of the Police Task Force.

Even more shocking are the revelations made by the Review Team in a private
briefing paper given only to the Chief Secretary, Director General National
Security and ……Police Commissioner Sam Inguba!
Below we reproduce for you just one small part of that highly confidential briefing
paper.

Come on Mr Inguba, your statements simply don’t add up …
"Insufficient evidence"– COMPLETE RUBBISH
""Internal investigations" – COMPLETELY FLAWED
"No corroborative statements" – SIMPLY NOT TRUE
"An old story" – YES, ITS BEEN GOING ON FOR YEARS AND STILL
CONTINUES
What about Commissioner Inguba’s statement that in 2002 the "members of the
Southern Division Task Force were withdrawn following the claims" made on
SBS?

The truth is that although the Task Force was flown out, within weeks they were
back on the ground inside the Rimbunan Hijau logging camp where they have
continued to terrorise the local people.

Solutions
Internal Security Minister, Bire Kimisopa, has already recognised the seriously
dysfunctional state of the Royal Constabulary and he was well aware of the
allegations concerning Rimbunan Hijau when he made these remarks earlier this
year.
"The PNG Police force is incapacitated left, right and centre… Our
police force is infested with corruption, collusion, and incompetence
within middle management and continues to see moonlighting and the
indiscriminate sale of ammunition to the public at considerable cost to
society. Its inability to maintain an honourable record on prosecutions
has rendered the operations of the PNG police totally inoperable and
dysfunctional."

We hope that the Minister can see clearly see how far up the chain of command
the problems reach and that he will order heads to roll and put in place an
independent judicial investigation of all the claims of police abuses committed on
behalf of Rimbunan Hijau against Papua New Guineans.
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